Student Voice update: March 2015

1. **Five** recent examples of ‘You said, we did’:

   - ‘We want different choices on big screen at lunch’ -> student top picks are now shown
   - Concern over behaviour around girls toilets -> More checks around this area, modify staff rotas for more regular monitoring
   - ‘We want more places to go/sit in bad weather’ -> increased seating available in canteen
   - We are sometimes concerned over behaviour on some bus routes -> quick interventions put in place whenever an issue is reported
   - Some of us think litter is a serious problem -> Highlighted it as a focus, assemblies, more bins around school, and recent surveys show the problem has reduced

2. Next steps.... One area of concern which appeared on our last survey was over the state of the boys toilets, so this will be our next area to focus for improvement over the coming weeks and term

3. Other SV developments:

   Digital guardians,
   Cheshire Young Persons conference (in June),
   Use in recent recruitment – interview panels,
   Use at Consultation evening – to carry out ‘parental voice’ surveys
Hasn't heard of it
3/3/2015 7:12 PM

I have lost the password and login details
3/3/2015 7:09 PM

Login details never work
3/3/2015 7:06 PM

Problems accessing
3/3/2015 7:04 PM

Because it won't let me on it
3/3/2015 7:03 PM

Can't log in
3/3/2015 7:02 PM

Haven't had a chance.
3/3/2015 6:26 PM

Need code
3/3/2015 6:24 PM

No internet at home
3/3/2015 6:23 PM

Didn't know how to log on, then spoke to someone to get the details but has now forgot the login details.
3/3/2015 6:16 PM
Didn't know it existed
3/3/2015 5:28 PM View respondent's answers Categorize as...

Because we don't have the login or password
3/3/2015 5:28 PM View respondent's answers Categorize as...

Can't remember login details.
3/3/2015 5:09 PM View respondent's answers Categorize as...

Find it hard to use.
3/3/2015 4:54 PM View respondent's answers Categorize as...

It is hard to get access to a computer and there is password issues.